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How to utilize our elective 
skills to create an  action 

sequence?
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We will be creating a action 
sequence that will have easy to 

understand visual storytelling, clear 
communication of visual action.
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Research

• 5 Things a Action sequence needs

• Camera and editing techniques

• Lighting techniques

• The Hobbit 
Director: Peter Jackson

• The Raid (2012)  
Directed by Gareth Evans

• Mad Max (2015) 
2015 Directed by Goerge Miller

• The Bourne Identity (2002) 
Hollywood Movie 
Doug Liam

Case StudiesTechniques and skills
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• Linear action sequences  
(Multiple action sequences all happening at once, Although it is 
filmed as one at a time as the viewers only have time to process 
one fight at a time)

• Action Drops 
Each drop in a action sequence is better when it flows into another 
action sequence (Peter Jackson has used many of this type of 
drops in his movies) Stay focused on the hero, (Make every death 
matter).

• Pyramid Action 
Divide the action into two general sides, Good Vs Evil. Keep these 
evenly divided e.g.; Screen left and screen right, is good writing and 
direction. You can further break it down and given the broken down 
pieces a general strategy played out by each region one at a time. 
You can even break that down even more giving each strategy a 
lynchback, this is the tip of the pyramid. At the tip of the pyramid you 
will find your hero either opposing the attack or attacking. Make the 
impact of each decision trickle down the entire pyramid, like some 
kind of action Reaganomics, so that a tiny sized moment at the top 
affects everything down to the very foundation.

• Characters 
Use the characters personalities, conflicts and arcs to create 
something new out of the action, for example in The Hobbit, 
directed by Peter Jackson, a meele battle turned into a friendly 
competition between Gimlet and Legolas, which was essential to 
their movement from adversaries to best friends. Moments this 
those reflect special moments and reflect characters, theme and 
intricacy in every shot, which is great efficient storytelling. Specific 
choreography to a character performing makes every single 
moment of each fight is a slice of greater conflict at hand.

• Shaky Camera Fight Scene 
Clarity and efficiency and understandability and causality are 
important to us and it should be obvious that seizure-full camera-
work isn’t conducive to this. Although shaky cam isn’t all bad. It can 
help film makers to make one on one fight scene feel cohesive and 
continuous, intense and chaotic by hiding specifics behind the rapid 
editing and camera  movement, instead relying on the gestaltiness 
of which person’s pain grunts you hear more often. It can also 
lend itself to a more abstract style of visual storytelling. Focusing 
on each shot telling 1 specific action. E.g. 1st shot towel hits arm, 
second shot pick up knife, third short stab the other character etc. 
Shots may be fast and shaky but they should never be at random 
and shouldn’t hide anything. Chopping up the action, cutting 
frequently and stracting the fight into it’s tiny component pieces 
and letting the audience brain put it together works. It should tell us 
exactly what is going on, why it matters, what is at stake if it fails.

5 Things a Action sequence 
needs 

https://youtu.be/t3_d5Y0Gr3c
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• Use the rule of 180 
This is a simple staging techinique widely usedin both films and 
comics for example we have two characters and we want to cut to 
a different position. we never want to cook to the other side of the 
central line because if we do the position of the characters will flip 
on-screen and this might disorientate the viewer. Essentially what 
you want to do is stay on the same side of the characters the entire 
time. Never ignore 
good staging and 
visual storytelling.

• Rule of thirds 
Divide the frame 
equally into nine 
parts when composing the shot, using two horizontal lines and two 
verticle lines. Then place your composition on these lines or at the 
point where the lines intersect. The Theory is is that this technique 
can add more energy or interest to a shot. If your shot contains 
two subjects you can frame them so that each one appears on one 
of the lines, try to balance the horizontal and verticle. When your 
subjects are close together, you can treat them as one subject and 
bounce then around the horizontal and verticle lines. Sometimes it 
is enough to place your subject near one of your lines. when your 
subject is a person, it is common practice to balance the subject 
with where they are looking with respect to the camera. If they 
are looking directly at the camera as when they are addressing 
the audience, you can usually get away with any framing. When 
your subject is having a conversation with someone on screen, it 
is usually better to frame the shot so that the majority of space is 
in front of the 
subject allowing 
the room to talk 
into the  space, 
this is called 
leave room or 
nose room.

• Cutting on action 
This is when you cut from one shot to another while the subject 
is still in motion. It doesnt always have to be on a punch or a kick, 
it can be something as simple as a charater turning, throwing 
something. or going through a door.

• Cut away 
Cutting through a insert shot of something and then back to 
the character. The insert could exsist in the same space as the 
characters. or you can use the cut away to get inside the head of a 
character.

• Cross cut 
This is when the editer crosses back and forth between locations, 
for exampl most phone conversations are usually cross cut. When 
used successfully cross cutting and amp up the tention between 
sequences. This technique is also used to show what is going on 
inside the characters head.

• Jump cut 
This is when the editer makes a cut within the same shot. They are 
often used to show the passing of time. It is also used to add a level 
of ugency to the scene.

• Match cut 
Match cuts are often refered as jump cuts but the difference is 
a match cut cuts from one shot to a simalar shot by either using 
action or the composition.Match cuts are usually used as scene 
transitions as you are often jumping from one place to another. 
Match cuts don’t have to be visual they can also be verbal.

Camera and Editing 
techniques

Camera Editing

https://youtu.be/OAH0MoAv2CI

https://youtu.be/YI9HDVuCllk?list=PLbU8GP-
JNoo4dKHTEZZ792SpyhZHyrhxnd

https://youtu.be/izX8EX6eYrM
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Lighting Techniques for 
video production

• Backlight 
Backlight is the light behind your subject. This is used to achieve a 
nice little glow or rim behind the subject. 

• Thee Point Ligting system 
This cinsists three lights, a back light, a fill light and a key light. 
Backlight cuts the object out of the backgrount. Without it the object 
tends to be very flat. Fill light fills in all the details. Key light puts 
emphasis on the object. Removing the back light blends the object 
in with the background. Removing the fill light will keep the object 
still in the shadow.

• Outdoor Lighting 
Use reflecters and difusers. Always know where the sun is and 
use this as your key light. Place the diffusion pannel between the 
sun and above the actor so it will soften out the lighting and your 
actor will not have to squint. Use reflectors to create backlight by 
bouncing light behind the object. you can also use it to fill in the 
shadows of the object. There are three basic reflector you can 
purchase. They are gold, silver or white. Use the white reflector to 
bounce light with a more natural colour, the gold or silver reflectors 
bounce more intense light with a corresponding tint. This allows you 
to play with colour tempreture if needed.

https://youtu.be/Gkfv78919ek

https://youtu.be/TKUvIxFq4eQ

https://youtu.be/XCyhishRvjU
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The Hobbit 
2014 Directed by Peter Jackson

Peter jackson did a amazing job while directing the scene at the battel 
of helms. Although there were alot of characters we always knew which 
direction the fight is swinging and even where there are wins and losses 
on the battlefield.It is easy for us to loose the general geometry of the 
battlefield, such that when characters are being flanked, we aren’t 
quite sure why it’s happening except for that is what the script says is 
going on right now. The main brilliance of peter Jacksons direction is 
what is called the pyramid action. The entire massive battle is the base 
of the pyramid. One level above that, we narrow it down a bit, get a 
little simpler. The action is divided into two general sides, Roherin Vs 
Oorokai, we keep these nice and evenly divided. Paying a little closer 
atention we realize the battle is further broken up into two fronts The 
walls and the gates, one below the other, but even keeping track of two 
whole fronts can be tough, so let’s take it one step further by giving each 
of these two fronts some general strategies. There is one strategy being 
played one at a time by each region by each side of the war. On the 
offence, they include ladders, mega crossbow ladders, battering rams 
and bombs. On the defense, they include bracing the gates, pushing 
over ladders, falling back to keep and shooting the bomb guys, but this 
was still a little gush. If we left it here the whole battle would be told in 
lots of different montages.We see three letters go up in a row, we know 
that ladder strategy is winning. We see orcs get stabbed, we know the 
orcs are getting beat, but Peter Jackson builds another level and gives 
each strategy a lynchback.This is the tip of the pyramid.In order to win 
the war, the Orcs have to win the wall fight, in order to win the wall fight 
they need to breach the wall, in order to breach the wall they have to 
blow up some bombs, in order to blow up some bombs they have to light 
them and how do they light them?With the olympic tourch McGorch over 
here 

It is a Single Moment with a simple action that has a single opposing 
strategy that is immediately understandle and when accomplished, gives 
way to a strategy win that gives way to a front win, that gives way to 
the gaining the orc gaining the upper hand. This sincle person turns the 
tide of the war and it makes us root for every single arrow. As a topper 
of the pyramid we find Aragon seeing the ploy, yelling the Legolas to 
fire the arrows. They are the ones leading the charge against the main 
strategies of the enemies.They are the key deciding factors that have 
the ability to turn the tide of the entire ware one way or anothe. That is 
how you make massive battles into personal affairs.

Peter Jackson also tied all his characters and their personalities, 
conflicts and arcs into the battlefield. We saw the meelee battle turn 
into a friendsly competition between Gimley and Legolas, which was 
essential to their movement from adversaries to best friends, these are 
special moments that reflect character, theme and intricacyin every shot.
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The Raid, about 25 minutes in to a stealthy raid up a gang controlled 
high rise, the heroes are discovered, their guards are killed, their 
communication cut off and the lights are cut. All of a sudden, they’re 
trapped and they need to battle their way out to survive. But before that 
happens they hole up in a stairwell to prepare as the big dad puts a price 
on their heads over the loud speaker. We hear a sound which the next 
cut connects to a glance which a wonderful slope hand then connects 
to the door knob, there’s someone at the door, everyone gets in place 
ready to raid the room. The sound is on, music and push innings of 
the shots are all communicating very clearly and conventionally that 
something is about to happen. But then, we punch in on Jacka’s face 
and his eyes twitch. The punch in tells us something is happening 
internally and our first guess would be fear but the head turn directs our 
focus elsewhere, there’s something else going on and then we see it.

Now we know more than the characters and the tension of dramatic 
irony is introduced, what’s going to happen? How will it happen? Will 
they realized the second threat in time? So, in order to render the 
tension visual between a perceived threat in one direction and the rap 
unperceived threat in that order.The director cut between two axis as 
indicated by the eyes, one horizontal between man and door and one 
vertical between man and unknown threat above and then the trigger is 
pulled.

The Raid 
2012 Directed by Gareth Evans

The muzzle emits a beautiful glow. From the attackers perspective, 
the glow briefly illuminates their unsuspecting prey. A shot in the face 
shining the glow, they are seen, followed by a gun barrels raising. The 
position of the drafts tells us what they’re racing towards, and then 
chaos. Without words or explanation we understand the exact dynamics 
of the situation. Tension is laid out before us with clearly delineated 
opposition and stakes are obvious, the danger is visceral. All too often 
bad action injures it’s stars or kills off it’s supporting cast to no effect, it’s 
the generic red shots death and it can make action boring. Why should 
we care about our heroes if their plot armor is so thick it’s more like 
plot invincibility. If they can do parkour chases though the streets a day 
after their intestines were eviscerated, we stop suspending our disbelief 
and even worse, paying attention to what’s happening, the stabs don’t 
matter, so why should we worry? And that’s where the raid succeeds, 
because a single misplaced bullet costs them lives and we know exactly 
why. And we see it coming like a runaway trolley that we’re powerless, 
just like Jaka, to stop.
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Mad Max: Fury Road
2015 Directed by Goerge Miller

Mad Max: Fury Road is one after another for about two straight hours.
Usually this could get tedious or straight forward and boring. Goerge 
Miller manages to be so absolutely clever about it that you don’t even 
realize it is happening. We can really only follow one line of action that 
quickly, but clever directors like Goerge Miller stagger our the conflict, 
such that they are not happening all at once. It looks like Furiousa and 
Max are fighting eoghtteen different battles at once, but in practice we 
are not getting told eightteen different soties.We are being told once 
single story that happens to involve all 18 battles and tracks linearly.

The sequence is really linear. Stone Cold Steve Austin fires a torpedo 
directly into the steering wheel so Max can not turn it any more, it pulls 
out the steering wheel and then traps Max’s hand. Prego and Redhead 
jump out, grab the bolt cutters and release his hand, problem solved. 
Furioso quickly attaches a make shift steering wheel but they are 
headed straight for a rock and can not turn in time. Joe is like my baby 
mama is about to get squished and sure enough they smash right into 
it.  But she’s okay, however her newly injured foot slips on her newly 
bleeding blood and the newly damaged door gives way so she falls 
from the rig directly into the path of joe who swerves, rolls his truck and 
ends pursuit. That is a pretty linear action sequence but look at how 
many people were involved. Max, Furiosa, Blondie, Linsay Lohan, Joe 
and andre the giant. All the major players have bit parts in this one 
minute skirmish. Miller is the master of finding clever ways to temporarily 
disable certain characters or keep them at a distance so that he can 
make way for others in the conflict without leading anyone bouncing 
around awkwardly in the background. Like max here with his hand, this 
lets the sirens in Furiosa of shine or Joe and gang here, This lets the rig 
get away to make space for the next conflict or even the whole reason 
Joe is on his own in the first place. Because the rest of his war band got 
stuck behind some rocks and he was the only one with four wheel drive 
in a god dammed rocky dessert apocalypse.Millers uses things from 
the past to tie in all his scenes. Those wire cutters were a key plot point 
a short while back in the movie.Even the rickety door and bum leg are 
planted moments earlier, which brings us to our last point of this scene.

The characters.This action sequence would not be much more 
interesting than actual dominos if it we are just clever pieces of shrapnel 

banging into each other in one long chain explosion.but in between 
the explosion and feats of strength and moments of cleverness, Millar 
peppers in just the right amount of character. The individual characters 
are essential cogs in the Rube Goldberg machine and their decisions 
are both entirely warranted by the action that comes imediately before, 
and entirely impactfull to the consequences that come about after. He 
does this by planting who they are and then paying it off in the actions.
Time and time again we are given indiction of how important Joe’s 
unborn chils is to him. When the flame thrower shut off, when he’s 
forced to hold his fire because she throws her body in front of Furiosa 
and immediately before her spill on the fake out where we hear and see 
his warning yell. So when she actually does fall and Joe swerves and 
nearly kills himself and his crew, not only is it believable it is inevitable, 
which is what makes the whole sequence brilliant.
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The Bourne Identity
2002 Directed by Douge Liam

The Bourne Identity uses alot of shaky camera work during it’s action 
scene. Film makers can often use this to make one on one fights feel 
cohesive and continues and chaotic by hiding specificsbehind the rapid 
editing and camera movements, instead relying on the gastaltines of 
which persons pain grunts you hear more often. It can also len itself to a 
more abstract of visual storytelling that is no less specific than a Goerge 
Miller chase. The sound helps but even if we take it away you still know 
what is going on. Not just in a I know they are fighting since or I know 
who is winning. You know what is happening all the way down to the 
which limb is doing what. It’s not the only way to shoot this action but it 
carries the intensity chaos and frenetic immersiveness that is unique to 
shaky cam with out sacrificing the clarity that comes with a good action 
moment. It does this by getting really caveman with its communication. It 
is like a master class in charades.

This shot tells us towel hits arm

This shot tells us what really happened.

This shot tells us Bourne controlls arm

He hits head

He looses knife

Head bang

Put in corner

Strugle, Choke

The shots may come fast and shaky but they are certainly not random 
and they are certainly not hiding anything, they are morden dancing. 
Chopping up the action, cutting frequency and abstracting the fight into 
it’s tiny component pieces and letting our brains put it together. And it 
works, we can follow the chaos in real time because it does what any 
good action sequence does. it tells us in a straighforward way that we 
can understand exactly what is going on. exactly why it matters and 
exactly what is at stake if it fails. That is a good action moment
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Concepts
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We can create a short action sequence folowing “The Bourne Identity” 
style guide in filming incorporated with the 180 degree rule, This will be 
based in current times. We will have 2 main characters. We can tell the 
story between these two characters through the action sequence using 
the jump out technique. The action sequence will include a chase seen, 
hand to hand combat with a definite result at the end.

We can create a vehicle racing sequnce, (Mad Max Style guide). We 
can include murder or assasination scene to build a story up. We 
will have a few different characters for this sequence. the characters 
story will be told through emotions, jump out camera techniques, and 
dialouges.

We can make a title sequence which could potentially lead us to the 
main story. This will include a few characters, motion graphics. the story 
would be told through the soundtrack, visually and through a few minor 
dialouges.

We can make a title sequence which could potentially lead us to the 
main story. This will include a few characters, motion graphics. the story 
would be told through the soundtrack, visually and through a few minor 
dialouges.

We can create a modern fight scene through the use of drama. This 
will be a realistic action sequence in which the story will be the most 
important part. 

2
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Interview

1. What is the hardest part when filming a action sequence?

2. What is your worst experience when filming?

3. How did you overcome it?

4. Were you ever 100% satisfied ith a action sequence when filming?

5. what is the most expensive part when shooting a action scene?

6. What advice would you give us?

Questions to ask
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Neil Prasad  
Director and camera man of HDEV (High Definition Event Video)

1. What is the hardest part when filming a action sequence? 
Probably the set design, making sure the surrounding area suits the scene also it 
has to look authentic and realistic. Generally a large scale action scene is one of 
the hardest sets tio create.

2. Were you ever been 100% satisfied ith a action sequence when filming? 
No, there was always room for improvements if i had to do it again

3. What is the most expensive part when shooting a action scene? 
There are a lot of variables to play with when filming a action sequence like props 
actors crew members and alot of other things so personally I think that time would 
be the most expensive part for me especially when shooting outdoors.

4. What advice would you give us? 
Have patient when filming. 
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Dave Mohan - Director of Future Print and Infinity Productions

1. What is the hardest part when filming a action sequence? 
Hmm most likely picking the right time and place and gathering the right people for the job.

2. Were you ever been 100% satisfied ith a action sequence when filming? 
I have been close to 100% but like they say there is always room for improvements.

3. What is the most expensive part when shooting a action scene? 
The post production definitely. CGI and the do overs do come at a very high cost so I have to be 
very specific with my instructions when handing it over to post production.

4. What advice would you give us? 
Plan out your days and make the most of every minute because time flies when you are 
shooting
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Shiv Achari - Camera man and editor of Xplosive Entertainment

1. What is the hardest part when filming a action sequence? 
Weather, especially when filming outdoors. You can never to too certain that you 
will get the weather that you want.

2. Were you ever been 100% satisfied ith a action sequence when filming? 
Not till this day, I do try my best to do everything to a 100% satisfactory rate but 
I have never had a day where i had said that is perfect and there won’t be any 
changes needed.

3. What is the most expensive part when shooting a action scene? 
Props, it take a long time to plan out the set and when you have a speciic set in 
mind, you have to go a extra mile in getting those resources. Altough they could be 
just inserted in post production but what’s the fun in that. 

4. What advice would you give us? 
Don’t be afraid to go the extra mile and experiment you never know what you might 
come accross.
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